“Checkmate – The Future is Here”
Discuss the role of AI in medicine. Is it possible to replace human
doctors or any aspect of medical care with robots?
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Introduction
Our NHS is struggling with funding cuts, rising demands, and limited
resources. There is a shortage of staff, with a reported excess of 100,000 vacancies,
across the NHS trusts1. Performance regularly falls below national standards – news
headlines often report that the four-hour A&E waiting time target has not been met
since July 20152. Breaching commitments made to its patients in the NHS
constitution3, the future of the health service has come under scrutiny. However,
while most discussion for saving our NHS focuses on improved funding and
minimising waste of services, another solution has the potential to entirely turn health
infrastructure on its head.

Figure 1
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In 1950, the early pioneer of artificial intelligence (AI), Alan Turing, published his
seminal paper detailing his famous ‘Imitation Game’, the first milestone for the
question ‘Can machines think?’4. Now In 2019, computers and AI seemingly still
have not become sentient. Not yet. However, during the 69 years in between,
software analysts and developers have found other more beneficial (and less
intimidating) uses for AI, including in finance, e-commerce, and education5. Most
dramatic is the rise in popularity of AI projects in healthcare, attracting more
investment in the market than any other sector of the global economy, accruing
$1.8B collectively since 20126,7.
From supporting diagnosis of
individual cases to co-ordinating
large-scale triage, this essay will
discuss the current and potential
applications of artificial
intelligence in healthcare, and if at
all, to what degree it could replace
its human workforce.
Figure 2
----------------------------------

Beyond Human Limits
Checkmate. Before the turn of the 21st century, IBM had developed Deep
Blue, a supercomputer powerful enough to defeat the world chess champion, Garry
Kasparov, in a six-game match8. Though it is a ubiquitous norm in the modern age, it
was unheard of for AI to be sophisticated enough to undertake complex tasks, such
as driving cars, trading in the financial market, or even playing chess9. So, what is
the connection between chess and healthcare? Quite a lot it seems. IBM
(International Business Machines), creators of Deep Blue, have more recently
created an AI programme called Watson, one of several advanced clinical-decision
support systems (i.e. AI healthcare assistants)9. And the similarities do not end
there. These programmes are centralised around the genius mechanism that first
allowed AI to surpass human limits – ‘machine learning’ (ML).
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Machine Learning
Since the technical aspects of ML are beyond the scope of this essay, a
simplified analogy would be that Machine Learning is to AI, what evidence-based
medicine is to a doctor10,11. The core principle behind evidence-based medicine is to
incorporate past health data to inform current clinical practice. For a human doctor,
this would perhaps be to assimilate all their knowledge of contemporary research,
theory, and clinical experience and apply this to a consultation with a patient.
However, this process is restricted by the individual doctor’s own subjective
experience. Machine Learning bypasses this human constraint entirely with its
processing power. To add perspective to this advantage, in a game of chess, Deep
Blue could process 200 million moves per second, while a human could at most
process one move every 2-3 seconds12.

Figure 3
As the diagram above depicts, a system like Watson could have access to
encyclopaedias worth of knowledge about illnesses, medicines and hospital data
(laboratory results, CT scans etc.) to refine its learning algorithms - as part of its
‘data collection’. For its ‘model training & selection’, the system could then be
exposed to more cases (via previous patient data) than a doctor could in several
lifetimes – permitting it to provide accurate diagnosis, prognosis, and recommended
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treatment specific to a particular patient. All this, in only a matter of minutes9. Without
the inherent biases that could throw a doctor off, nor the limits of a patient’s memory,
Watson would be able to bring prompt solutions to any clinical setting anywhere,
available 24/7. Not only would AI be able to optimise and personalise management,
as well as prevent all manner of clinical errors. But it could also be a key solution to
ease the pressure of high caseloads and staff shortages on NHS staff– not through
replacement but assisting them to perform more efficiently and expediently.
Data Security
ML brings with it a fundamental ethical concern. As Peter Eckersley (chief
computer scientist of the Electronic Frontier Foundation) cautions, “most machine
learning architectures require customers to hand huge amounts of sensitive data to a
vendor in order to train classifiers”13. In order for deep learning algorithms to be
effective in real-life scenarios, they require patient data. Lots of it. Raising concerns
of data security and privacy, patients may find this unacceptable. In a recent survey,
23% of responders expressed concern specifically for sharing their data with an AI
programme14. This comes as no surprise. After all, with sensitive patient information
at the mercy of cyber-attacks, hacking, and system errors, could patients really trust
their lives to be uploaded to the digital unknown?

Figure 4
Human Touch
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Another argument against a virtual doctor is that an AI could never wholly
replace a human doctor. In the aforementioned survey, 29% of responders preferred
to visit their doctor14, which reflects how the face-to-face human interaction is as
valued as the diagnosis or treatment that a doctor provides. A recent statistic also
showed that at least 50% of physicians felt that this interaction is crucial for patient
engagement15, thus taking this dynamic away from the doctor-patient relationship
could make AI implementation more of a detrimental barrier than an asset. Ask
yourself this - would an AI be able to console you during grief as well as a doctor
would? Would you be comfortable consulting an inorganic machine about a
biological phenomenon, like pregnancy? Though software developers are looking
into incorporating empathy into algorithms16, we are realistically far from such
sophisticated technology (a positive Turing Test, no less).
---------------------------------Automatization
Taking a step away from the individual patient-doctor consultation, this section
looks at the wider impact AI may have on health infrastructure, as a whole.
Natural Language Processing
A system is only as strong as its individual working units, as is true in
healthcare. Yet currently, there is a significant rate of burn-out among physicians
ranging between 37-58% across all specialities, especially among those in general
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surgery and critical care17. One of the chief causes is the move to electronic medical
records (EMRs). Ultimately, due to unintuitive user interfaces, clinicians must wade
through data in order to obtain the information they need18 – often staring at screens
while conversing with patients. Natural Language Processing is a subset of AI that
uses computer algorithms to cluster, extract and process information from this
unstructured clinical data (EMRs, clinical laboratory reports etc.) to produce
meaningful information for doctors to use. Streamlining health data in this way, like
ML, could alleviate much demand on the individual doctor, and consequently the
entire system too.

Specialised Tasks
Artificial Intelligence is found to excel in highly focused tasks, making it ideal
for routine tasks such as “EMR documentation, administrative reporting, even
triaging CXR scans”19. Through, the use of ML, there is evidence of efficacy among
AI-based systems. Separate AI applications were capable of classifying suspicious
skin20, as well as pulmonary TB on chest X-Rays (with a sensitivity of 95%)21 – both
better than human specialists in the respective fields. This extends further to broader
tasks, such as automated dispensing and large-scale triage. A fully automated robot
pharmacy in San Francisco has not made a single error since its induction in 201122.
And closer to home, a phone app (Babylon)
was
Figure
5 trialled in North London to coordinate triage to A&E to over 1.2 million people23. Both within the consultation room
and for the wider community, artificial intelligence is competent in an extensive range
of applications.
However, there is a risk of de-skilling that comes with this. As AI becomes
more competent in a wider variety of tasks, while clinicians neglect their own clinical
expertise, this leaves one fundamental question. Would there be any need for
human doctors?
---------------------------------Conclusion
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This brings us nicely back to the question; ‘would AI be able to replace
humans in the world of medicine?’. Researchers from Oxford and Yale predict that
by 2053, fields such as surgery, pathology and radiology (thought to be the most
automatable specialties) will be among the first to take the technological
leap24,25.Some may argue that with rising populations and limited resources, it’s only
natural that healthcare itself
evolves in order to cope with
these demands. This isn’t
hard fact though, and it’s
apparent that there are
several ethical and practical
obstacles before this future is
realised.
Figure 6
On a positive note however, despite Kasparov’s defeat in 1997, chess AI has
evolved more as an assistive technology (e.g. ‘chess.com’), that enriches and trains
their human counterparts. People seek the human touch in the game in the same
way they do in healthcare. And so, it seems realistic that healthcare AI will better
adopt a strong assistive rather than replace us. At least, in this lifetime.

*****************************
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